Storage solutions for sheets and profiles in steel

Eurostorage, a dedicated Belgian corporation, specializes in secure and space saving storage systems for metal sheets and profiles. They operate in different countries in Europe. Recently this innovative supplier added a new product to its product mix: the **mobile frame racks**.

The mobile frame racks is a solution for storing metal sheets in a vertical manner. This space saving storage system consists of a number of drawers that are provided with wheels to make them easy to shift. Moving a pack of drawers to the left or the right creates an aisle that provides the necessary space to easily load or unload the metals sheets from the drawer. Eurostorage delivers this type of storage in a manual and an electric version.

Another top product of Eurostorage is the **metal sheet warehouse rack**, a system that combines a metal sheet rack horizontal and a metal sheet stacker rack.

The metal sheet warehouse rack is a compact system on a small floor space. The block on the floor consists of drawers that can be pulled out for 100% and the block above contains cassettes for use with a forklift.

Besides the metal sheet warehouse rack, Eurostorage also supplies other systems of storage of sheets like the metal sheet rack horizontal or vertical and the metal sheet stacker rack.
In addition to the metal sheet racks, Eurostorage also distributes storage possibilities for profiles like the cantilever with pivoting arms and the roll cantilever rack.

The roll cantilever rack is a compact and secure storage system for tubes, pipes, bars, … The levels are for 100% extensible outside the rack. This type of rack is available in a manual and automated version. Besides that type of storage of profiles, Eurostorage also delivers the cantilever with pivoting arms.

The main advantage of all the systems of Eurostorage is an immediate access to each sheet or profile and drawer/cassette, which saves time and thereby costs.

For more detailed info en videos, please visit the website www.eurostorage.be or contact:

Eurostorage
Groenbrugstraat 19
Ghent, Belgium
Tel: 0032/(0)9/223.53.01